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                                    Final Report by Eleonora Galante 
 
I would like to thank the Lerici Foundation that allowed me to get the scholarship and carry                 

out a period of research at the Doch University of Dance and Circus UNIARTS Stockholm as                

well as in the Ballettakademien Stockholm.  

During the month I spent there I had the opportunity to observe, follow and take part in                 

many activities organised by both Institutions and also to attend different lessons, both             

practical and theoretical. 

I had the chance to discover and explore the Swedish University environment, studying             

closely the teaching method of many renowned dancers and choreographers, learning their            

teaching strategies, pedagogical objectives and method. Their training method they applied           

was particularly interesting since it was based on the personal and creative growth of the               

students, on team work and multidisciplinary lessons. In particular, I underlined the            

differences between the Italian and the Swedish teaching environments in order to compare             

the two University systems.  

During that time I had the opportunity to meet and know many professors, choreographers              

and dancers such as: Janette Bolding, Jenia Kasatina, Kristine Slettvold, Cristina Caprioli,            

Anna Grip, Linn Ragnarsson, Paul White, Asa Ludvik, Helena Franzen, Lee Brummer, Karin             

Jameson, Burk Hardt Jan, Chrysa Parkinson, Luke Blache, Michele Rizzo. I also had the              

chance to discover different landmarks of the artistic life in Stockholm: MDT, ZITA             

Stockholm FRINGE Festival, WELD, CCAP/COFF, and Hallen in Farsta. I took part in many  

performances, examining the creative process and analysing that innovative approach.          

Especially, I was allowed to observe and study the building process for the performance              

"EVA" within the "My Wild Flag" Festival, by the young Italian coreographer Michele Rizzo              

and the same I did for the upcoming performance of the Italian Coreographer Cristina              

Caprioli. 

Both at the Doch and in the Ballettakademien, I took part in many classes of Counter                

Technique, Study of the Performance Process, Dance Theory, Composition, Physical          

Practices, Improvisation Techniques, Moving, Physio, Gaga, Yoga, Klein Technique,         

Repertory, Graham Technique, Flying Low. 

The entire experience was extremely inspiring for me. Not only it allowed me to reflect               

about what my artistic path as a dancer, teacher and choreographer is going to be like, but                 

also it opened my mind in terms of new creative visions and perspectives.  

In conclusion: 

 

• Back to Italy, I used the different elements and dancing techniques that I had learnt               

in Sweden to conduct my classes and workshops. Also, I applied some aspects of the above                



mentioned pedagogical strategies to renew and strengthen my own teaching method as            

well as my creation process as a coreographer. 

• I advised some of my most talented students on the possibility to study in Stockholm               

to get a complete and unique training in the dance world. 

• I drew inspiration and I found relevant documents for my dissertation in            

choreography MA in the Italian National Dance Academy. 

• The most important goal I achieved is that this project put me in contact with               

numerous artists and made me able to connect them with my University in order to create a                 

network of cultural and work exchange between Sweden and Italy. My objective is to host               

these artists in Rome and to enable the Italian National Dance Academy to organise              

masterclasses, workshops and performances with them. This will help to build a link             

between Italian and Sweden students and professors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Best Regards. 

Eleonora Galante 

Roma, 16, 12, 2019 

 
 
 
 


